
DIRAC Configuration parameters schema
This paper specifies a proposed organization of the DIRAC Configuration parameters namespace. 

In the DIRAC3 Configuration Service arbitrary hierarchy for the parameter sections becomes 
possible. Therefore, we have to establish a well defined intuitive structure to navigate this 
namespace for browsing existing parameters, finding the necessary values, editing, adding and 
deleting parameters.

In the following the top level decomposition is proposed with a subsection devoted to each top 
level directory

Top level directories
 The following directories are at the top level of the configuration parameter space:

● DIRAC – general parameters necessary to use the DIRAC system;
● LocalSite –  contains parameters describing settings for the local DIRAC installation;
● SystemSets –  defines the composition of entire DIRAC services sets;
● Systems – defines the composition and location of various DIRAC systems;
● Services – defines parameters specific to particular DIRAC services;
● Databases – defines access parameters to various DIRAC databases;
● Agents - defines parameters specific to particular DIRAC agents;
● Users – contains descriptions of the DIRAC users;
● Groups – contains descriptions of the DIRAC user groups;
● Sites – contains site description parameters;
● DataManagement – contains parameters controlling all the aspects of the DIRAC data 

management including default file catalogs, StorageElement description parameters, etc;
● Production – production activity specific parameters.

A concept of the DIRAC systems and system sets needs a special clarification. We call “DIRAC 
system” a set of DIRAC services that are tightly coupled together and should be used as a single 
entity. In fact, this is a single service with multiple interfaces exposing different functionalities. The 
most obvious example is a set of services constituting the Workload Management System. A system 
can be composed of multiple services, e.g. WMS, but it can also contain just a single service, e.g. 
Accounting system. The main criterium to identify a system is whether it can be used independently 
of other services. The DIRAC decomposition by systems is reflected in the CVS repository structure 
and in the installation directories.

 The complete DIRAC is composed of numerous systems which can be combined together in 
different ways. A particular combination of the DIRAC systems is called a System Set. Each operation 
executed in the DIRAC framework is done in a particular context defined by a System set. For 
example, each job has a property which defines it as belonging to a System set. The term System 
set is the new one which we have not used before ( it corresponds to a “Mode” that we were using 
so far and which does not seem to be quite adequate). Comments on this proposed terminology are 
welcome. Another possibility would be to call it “Context”. 

In the subsequent sections the structure below each top level directory is described in more 
details

DIRAC
This section contains the general parameters needed by the DIRAC installation to find all the 

necessary components. Below is an example. More comments are necessary

DIRAC
{
    ConfigurationService
    {
        List = <url>,<url>



        Name = DIRAC-CS
    }
}

LocalSite
This section contains the parameters describing the local DIRAC installation at a site. The 

comments are inlined.

LocalSite
{
    # Site name
    Site = 
    # The root directory of the DIRAC installation
    Root = 
    # Default system set to which the site is participating
    SystemSet = 
} 

SystemSet
This section describes complete sets of the DIRAC systems. The example ( from Ricardo ) given 

below describes well the proposed structure. For each system a particular instance name is given. 
The system instances location information is given in the Systems directory ( see below ). 

SystemSets 
{
    Production
    {
        Accounting            = Production
        Activity              = Production
        Bookkeeping           = Production
        Configuration         = Production
        DataManagement        = Production
        Logging               = Production
        Monitoring            = Production
        ProductionManagement  = Production
        RequestManagement     = Production
        WorkloadManagement    = Production
    }
    TestDataManagement
    {
        Accounting            = Production
        Activity              = Production
        Bookkeeping           = Production
        Configuration         = Production
        DataManagement        = Test
        Logging               = Production
        Monitoring            = Production
        ProductionManagement  = Production
        RequestManagement     = Production
        WorkloadManagement    = Production
    }
    TestWorkloadManagement
    {
        Accounting            = Production
        Activity              = Production
        Bookkeeping           = Production



        Configuration         = Production
        DataManagement        = Production
        Logging               = Production
        Monitoring            = Production
        ProductionManagement  = Production
        RequestManagement     = Production
        WorkloadManagement    = Test
    }
}

Systems
This directory describes the composition of all the DIRAC systems and locations of their 

components. The example below ( from Ricardo ) should give an idea of the proposed structure.

Systems
{
    Accounting
    {
        Production
        {
        ...
        }
    }
    ...
    Configuration
    {
        Production
        {
            ConfigurationURL     = [url], [url]
            WebConfigurationURL  = [url]
        }
    }
    ...
    WorkloadManagment
    {
        Production
        {
            JobReceiverURL       = [url]
            MatcherURL           = [url]
            JobMonitoringURL     = [url]
            JobStateURL          = [url]
            JobLoggingURL        = [url]
            WebJobMonitoringURL  = [url]
        }
        Test
        {
            JobReceiverURL      = [url]
            MatcherURL          = [url]
            JobMonitoringURL    = [url]
            JobStateURL         = [url]
            JobLoggingURL       = [url]
            WebJobMonitoringURL = [url]
        }
        Development
        {
            JobReceiverURL      = [url]
            MatcherURL          = [url]



            JobMonitoringURL    = [url]
            JobStateURL         = [url]
            JobLoggingURL       = [url]
            WebJobMonitoringURL = [url]
        }
    }
}

Services
This section contains all the parameters of the specific services. It has a similar simple structure as 

the Systems section and, in principle, can be part of the Systems top directory where each service is 
defined in the corresponding <system> section. The difference is that these settings are typically 
done in the local configuration unlike the Systems section defined on the global level. Therefore, I 
would prefer it to go to a dedicated top directory:

Services
{
    JobReceiver
    {
        par1 = value1
        par2 = value2
        ...
        Authorization
        {
            Default = /lhcb
            resetRescheduleCounter = /lhcb/administrators
            ...
        } 
    }
    Matcher
    } 
        par1 = value1
        par2 = value2
        ...
        Authorization
        {
            Default = /lhcb
            ...
        }
    }
}

Databases
This directory contains information necessary to access various DIRAC databases. These 

parameters are always defined locally in protected files since they are containing sensitive 
information. An example below should be clear:

Databases
{
    JobDB
   {
        Host = <host_name>
        User = <user_name>
        Password = <password>
        DBName = <database_name>



    }
    JobLoggingDB
    {
          Host = <host_name>
        User = <user_name>
        Password = <password>
        DBName = <database_name>
    }
}

One question that will certainly appear is whether we should have database access info per 
SystemSet. For example, Director Agents running on the same host can work with different 
databases. I think it is not a good idea to expose the direct MySQL access as a service interface and 
access to the database from external hosts should be forbidden. The access will be allowed through 
the DISET service interfaces and these services access information is defined in the SystemSet's 
directories.

Agents
The agents are defined similarly to the Services and Databases in a two-level hierarchy.

Agents
{
   TransferAgent
   {
       SystemSet = Production
       par1 = value1
       par2 = value2
       ...
   }
   OptimizerData
   {
       SystemSet = Production
       par1 = value1
       par2 = value2
       ...
   }
}

Users
This section is needed to defined the DIRAC user names and their mappings to the DN's and 

groups.  There can be extra parameters associated with users, e.g. resource quotas. The following 
structure is proposed:

Users
{
    atsareg 
    {
        DN = <DN>
        par1 = value1
    }
    joel 
    {
        DN = <DN>
        par1 = value1
    } 
    ...



}

Groups
The groups are defined by the list of users belonging to each group. Groups can have extra 

parameters, for example to define priorities, resource quotas, etc.

Groups
{
    lhcb
    {
        users = atsareg
        users += joel
        ...
        par1 = value1
        ...
     }
     lhcb/lcgprod
     {
        users = atsareg 
        users += joel
        ...
        par1 = value1
     } 
}

Sites
By the sites we understand primarily computing resources available on the sites which are 

grouped together to represent a single entity for the purposes of accounting. Sites are organized in 
the Tier hierarchy that should be described in the configuration. Unlike computing resources, storage 
resources are less obvious to be associated with the sites. However, a mapping of the sites to the 
“Closed SE” should be defined. Each site can have extra parameters associated with it either 
extracted from the grid information system or defined in the DIRAC context. The proposed structure 
is illustrated below:

Sites
{
    GridMapping
    {
        LCG
        {
            cclcgceli02.in2p3.fr = LCG.IN2P3.fr
            <lcg-name> = <DIRAC-name>  
            ...
        }
        OSG
        {
            ...
        }
    SiteLocalSEMapping
    {
         LCG.GRIDKA.de  = GRIDKA-tape
         LCG.GRIDKA.de += GRIDKA-disk 
         LCG.NIKHEF.nl  = NIKHEF-disk
         LCG.NIKHEF.nl += NIKHEF-tape
         ...
    }



    Tier2ToTier1Mapping
    {
         LCG.NOVSU.ru = LCG.CNAF.it
         LCG.PAKGRID.pk = LCG.CERN.ch
         ...
    }  
    SiteGroups
    {
         Tier1s  = LCG.GRIDKA.de 
         Tier1s += LCG.PIC.es
         Tier1s += LCG.IN2P3.fr
         ... 
    } 
    # Here follows sites specific parameters if needed
    LCG.IN2P3.fr
    {
        Reconstruction = OK
        par1 = value1
        ...
    }  
    ...
}

This section can also contain the site mask for each Workload Management System. For the 
moment the site masks are contained in the corresponding JobDB's. Where is the most appropriate 
place to keep this information is an open question. Comments welcome. 

DataManagement
This directory describes the available storage elements of various types, file catalogs as well as 

other data management related parameters. In particular, it contains sections per SystemSet which 
are defining which catalogs and SE's are to be used.

DataManagement
{
    ############################################
    # Sections specific for each DIRAC SystemSet
    ############################################
    Production
    {
        DefaultCatalogs = ProcDB-prod, LFC-prod
        FailoverDataSE = IN2P3-disk
        FailoverDataSE += PIC-disk
        FailoverDataSE += NIKHEF-disk 
        ...
        TransferAccounting = on
    }
    Test 
    {
        DefaultCatalogs = ProcDB-test, LFC-test
        FailoverDataSE = CNAF-disk
        ...
        TransferAccounting = off
    }
    ############################# 
    # File Catalog definitions
    #############################
    FileCatalogs
    {



        LFC
        {
            Type = LFC
            LFCMaster = lfc-lhcb.cern.ch
            LFC_RO_Mirrors = lfc-lhcb-ro.cern.ch
            LFC_RO_Mirrors += lfc-lhcb-ro.cr.cnaf.infn.it 
        } 
        ProcDB
        {
            Type = ProcDB
            URL = http://lhcb-procdb.cern.ch:9133
        } 
        ProcDB-test
        }
            Type = ProcDB
            URL = http://lhcb-procdb-test.cern.ch:9133
        }
    }   
    ##################################
    # Storage Element definitions
    ################################## 
    StorageElements
    {
        CERN-disk

         {            
            BackendType = Castor2
            BannedSourceSE = CERN-tape
            MainAcces
            {
                Host = srm-durable-lhcb.cern.ch
                # Port = 8443
                Protocol = SRM
                Path = /castor/cern.ch/grid
            }  
            AuxilliaryAccess1
            {
                Protocol = RFIO
                Path = /castor/cern.ch/grid
            } 
            AuxilliaryAccess2
            {
                Protocol = CASTOR
                Path = /castor/cern.ch/grid
            } 
        }
    } 
    ...
}

Production
This directory contains parameters specific for the data production activity. 

Production
{
    LogSE = CERN-Log
    ShiftProductionManager = <DN>
    ...
}
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